Abstract-Characteristic of dispensed object with deceleration parachute is analyzed as it flies based on dynamic model of the object. Its flight path, velocity and accelerator of dispensed object are studied and try to find the factor to affect flies distance according to the compute result. It is found that the dynamic model is reasonable because its compute result coincides with the experiment result. Based on the dynamic model and the simulation program, both altitude of dispensing and parachute-opening and dispensing velocity can be set in advance in order to meet the demand of experiment or application. An available analysis method is supplied to improve dispensing performance of object carried by flies.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since deceleration and flies steadily of dispensed object is controlled by deceleration parachute, it is important to study the flight path and attitude of dispensed object with deceleration parachute that dynamic characteristic of the system constructed by parachute and dispensed object. And it is necessary to study movement rule in the process of aerating to parachute and opening the parachute. Because its volume and frontal resistance is about ten times after aeration and opening compared with them before aeration and opening, deceleration parachute has two main functions, one is to deceleration and another is to make flying object steady [1] .
The opening process of parachute for parachutist is divide four phrase by Tang jianhua [2] , first is from a parachutist departing from airplane to unpack parachute, second is from the guide parachute thrown to thread flared out completely, third is from thread flared out to parachute charged, the last is charge completed.Base on the process that object and parachute are thrown and parachute opened, the process is also divided four phrases including dropping phrase, flaring out phrase, charging phrase and moving steadily phrase.
II. WORKING PRINCIPLE
Firstly, dispensed object and parachute are dispensed, they move under gravity and resistance. While they arrive at a certain altitude, fuze trigged at premeditation altitude, is trigged and pilot parachute is charged, the main parachute is flared out. Then pilot parachute depart from the system, main parachute starts to charge and resistance increase rapidly. Finally, dispensed object slow down and move in a stead status under resistance. Fig. 1 . shows the process. 
III. THEORY MODEL
It is very complex that the move rule of system constructed by dispensed object and parachute because it is affected by shape, mass and relative position of component. There is no model can be used to describe its move process accurately. Experiment data and formula gotten from experience are applied to calculation the move path. Since main attention of the study focus on move path and pressure during the object and parachute dropping, mass model is applied to simulate the process.
A. Essential Supposition 1) Attack angle of dispensed object is zero during dropping, 2) No wind and no rain, 3) Ground surface is plane and orientation of acceleration of gravity is vertical to ground surface, 4) Coriolis force is ignored. 
B. Review Stage
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IV. UNITS
Parameter is used to simulate the process of a certain dispensed object and parachute.
Parameter of dispensing (Mass of dispensed object is 340.0kg, Length of dispensed object is 1.783m, and Diameter dispensed object is 0.430m) Parameter of deceleration parachute(Mass of parachute is 15.0Kg,Whole length of parachute is 3.0m,Parachute rope is 1.5m,Radius of opening parachute is 1.2m) Dispensing condition: 1) Dispensing state A:
Dispensing attitude is 800m, dispensing velocity is 800km/h, parachute is opened while attitude is 300m.` 2) Dispensing state B:
Dispensing attitude is 500m, dispensing velocity is 500km/h, parachute is opened while attitude is 200m.`
Base on the calculation model, simulation result is shown in Fig. 2-Fig. 8 .
As shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , dip angle of movement path of dispensed object change slowly both at state B and at state A in the first phrase. Resistance of dispensed object and parachute increase and obliquity of movement path change faster than phrase 1 after deceleration parachute is opened. Obliquity of movement path almost is a right angle during the object is near to ground. Fig. 4 shows that the flying distance of dispensed object is increasing with the altitude and velocity when it is dispensed. It is necessary to study the change of acceleration and velocity during object flying, because it is a main factor to decide if object can be dispensed triumphantly. It is shown that both velocity and acceleration change observably during the dispensing process in the Fig. 5, Fig. 6, Fig. 7, and Fig. 8 . Velocity of system change slowly in the phrase 1, and it change fast in the phrase 2 that the deceleration parachute is charged., it need about 2 or 3 second that the velocity change slowly again. The velocity change is study at state A, state B and other state, the result shows that the velocity is about 16.5m/s when the dispensed object move steadily no mater the difference of dispensing altitude and velocity. So a conclusion is reached that velocity of dispensed object in phrase 4 is decided by the attribute of system constructed with dispensed object and deceleration parachute and not be affected by the dispensing altitude and dispensing velocity.
Acceleration of the system changes obviously during the process, the absolute value of acceleration is increasing with parachute is charged in phrase 2, and its maximal value occurs while the parachute is charged fully since the resistance is max at this time. Acceleration becomes less gradually after phrase 2 until become zero and move steadily. Base on the characteristic of dispensed object with deceleration parachute during flying, dynamic model is constructed and simulation program is developed to get simulation result. Then movement path, velocity and acceleration rules of dispensed object are studied and effect of dispensing altitude and velocity to flying distance is analysed. By the simulation program, not only the object position, velocity, obliquity and time can be calculated but also to designed dispensing altitude, dispensing velocity and opening parachute altitude in order to meet the application. It supplied a method to improve the performance to dispense object with deceleration parachute.
